
7/31/69 

Dear Gary, 

Often I've though about writing in luxury,mutside. I feel the heatxtoday, so I'm trying 

it for the first time. In the shade, on the pool side, with a pleasant breeze, but where 

the tempaerature is till 90, it is best. But papers blow, so I'll recall first what I can of 

your letter of 7/29 and enclosures. 1811 be brief because I want to relax ftom a day that 
has not been relaxing with a little swimming before supper and then to the post office and, 
I hope, a little writing before bedtime. Because the equanil seems to enable me to sleep 
longer I am not getting my once-customary early start. I slept 8 hours lasy night but it 

doesn't feel any different. I know it is better, though. Do not worry about getting me a 

supply and do not buy it. I raised the question because I didn't know how well the detail 

men took care of your establishment. 

Your letter to Mondale is very good. It will, however, surprise me if I hear from him. 
I've been down that road with others, including—AuTferman and Senators better known than 

Mondale. This is not criticism. You are doing the right thing. Your letter to Paul also is 
good, and I'm glad to know some of the things Dave has been up to. However, I would breakt 

it off there with Paul. The risk is to alieneite him. You have told him enough. 

I an sending you only copies of my correspondence with the baddie. Bud knows about it and 

has seen some of the letters. Please say nothing, to anyone, under any circumstances. You 
should not have to be reminded how thin this ice is. I welcome suggestions, however. 

The Archives stuff requires no explanation, I hope. I think this long, painful and costly 

labor is getting to where it may yield something and I hope no one louses it up. 

Your hope for Penn was wishful thinking. The enclosures should say enough. He is sick. 

Mary's reflection to me of her attitude to Boxley is not consistent with your presumption. 

Dhe goes so far as to say he was never with the agency, that he made that up to hide his 

period of alottholism. 

On Patsy, agreed. It is also worth the risk when there is doubt because our alternatives 
are so limited. Also, there is sometimes a plus in letting them know. Never overlook the 

possibility. Several times I have used my phone effectively. 

Garrison: try it by mail. Ask him for what you want. If he wants to help you, there is 

no problem. He has women in the office who can do the copying. You do not reflect the necessary 

basic understanding of the man, his flexible ehtics and morals, if any, and his illness. The 

presence of others is not material, nor is their absence. Let him feel lonely for a while, but 

he has enough sycophants locally available. Do you need anything else to estimate his integrity 

when he hasn't paid my expenses but has funds for others to visit him? He did, indeed, make 
a promise to stay out beginning immediately, which was before the Shaw trial. Vince, Bud and 
I talked this over on the way down, Vince proposed it, saying he should evote himself entirely 

to getting re-elected:0nd he agreed. This was also intended to cushion the great blow to his 
ego. You cannot imaging how great that really was last December, when he suddenly realized 
how utterly terrible his own judgement had been and how everyone he had trusted had sold 
him out. I saved him from the most plADlic disbarment in history, as Moo even confessed. Vince's 

account is partly wrong and partly based on his absence when I left. It is not in any sense 
true that he didn't know why I wasn't there. I phoned him and Maggie before leaving and told 

each that I had to and why. His conscience, I fear, impels him to misrepresent this, and in 
what you have told me he has. Remember his saying I asked him to beg of Maggie for me? I merely 

told him that my feeling was I could do more good elsewhere but that I didn't have the funds 

to maintain mypelf there. If the critics wanted me there, then they'd have to make it possible. 

I made it clear I would stay there out of a sense of responsibility only, that I was convinced 

I could put the time to better use. But I also wanted no later accusations against me for not 
being there. My funds were so short that when I was last there I didn't have a meal to which 

I wasn't treated. My breakfasts were a ten-cent pie and the office ugh passing for coffee, etc. 

I went there after cancelling my reservations when four of the lawyers asked me on a conference-

phone set up from the NOLV, and two of them met me at the airport, not an investigator. They 

found truth unpleasant, but was I to sugarcoat before the trial, when they were preparing for 

it? My predictions were precise, and I was specific in pointing out how and why they would lose 



the case. Point by point I was right. They knew it then. They were locked in. This is why I 

specified I insisted I be listened to (not followed), for without that it was a futility. 

However, they really believed I would be back after the Halleck hearing, and they so told me, 

especially Moo and AlCOCk. I assured them I had no such intention except under the specified 

circumstances. Can you imagine what Jim then felt and said? But, before leaving I did prepare 

them for cross-examination of the predictable defense witnesses, including with copies of 

Post Mortem, which they limed, references to specific parts of my published writing, whic h 

they used, and by phone to Moo during the trial. This was not something that involved personal 

feeling either way. It was doctrinal. I would not return without prepayment of my expenses and 

assurances they would listen to me. They actually had me seated at the prosecution table and 

to the end never removed me from that list. I was actually said to have been there during the 

trial because of this. What Vince does not know, and don't tell him, is the personal attitude 

toward him. Save for Jim there is no single exception: They dislike him and what he says. It 

is both personal and political. When he finally  left in December they forced him out of town. 

I was there. He was refusing to leave. They did it diplomatically, but they would have put 

him in the plane by force if necessary. Matt and I took him to the plane. 

The only good reason you have given me for going there is pleasure. That is a good reason. 

However, I fear the consequences of any encouragement, no matter how indirect and unintended. 

You just cannot imagine how Jim's mind works. But, if you think he wants to cooperate, ask 

him for what you want. The Bolden file is nothing.-  I have what is of any possible consequence 

from it and other sources. If there were anything in it I'd stopxand send you copies. You can 

go over it when you arc here. I haven't even classified it. I copied only a few pages from the 

proceedings. It is something he can safely copy and safely mail. Aekforit but do not say 

what you know or suspect. It is, as I recall, merely the public record. Mark never even 

wrote a memo. He was sent for propaganda for him, nothing else. And nobody in the office 

knew or hdd a record of the names he is supposed to have provided. Dud eent over the files and 

picked out what he wanted. So did Jones Harris and Turner, to my observation. Bud alsoxhas 

his own file on Bolden. He is not in the office much. He is writing a book (not on this)seand 

must finish it. He got a nice advance. You cannot, accurately, speak of Garrison's "investigation 

for in meaningful terms there was no such thing. This is the Only reason I had to go there, and 

it is when I realized this that I started going there whenever I could. I have no reason to 

believe there is dependable material on those things cited by Schmitt and I shudder to think 
 

of the possibility of some of what I have seen being believed. And used. 

And, frankly, I shudder to think of Fred dealing with Bradley. It is like the canary 

cohabitating with the cat. Burton was a minor. I believe no action against him wad possible 

anyway. Garrison is immune and through him Jaffe. Of course Bradley has much information on 

those who framed him (and with it Jim and us). They were suing each other at the time. Art 

Kevin has a competent and complete rundown on all of them. I gave this to Louis immediately. I 

have a dub of the tape. When you are here, if you'd like, you can copy it. Do you think those 

radical-right nuts will drop a case they think they have against any "liberals" on Fred's 

persuasion/ You know their kind better. In any-euch suit you always throw in more than you 

think you have for the effect. I would like to be able to examine the papers. I have not 

seen them. I think I can get the SD committee off the hook, but do not say anything about this. 

I now do not want even them to know. The unfortunate thing is that I kept warning them, taking 

much time to do it, and even went out there to try and inform them on this and other things. Go 

back over my letters before the 10/68 trip and you'll see I told you my real purposes. Mean-

while, the committee has not met its financial commitment, has not paid for the books they 

got and at least some of which they sold, has not returned a copy of PM III and does not 

answer letters. Be careful how you trybto convince Fred of their innocence until you know 

the facts. They may not be, which is not the same as saying they shou,d not be defended 

successfully or should nit be.-.I will do what I can, and without their knowledge, working 

around them, am trying. But their personal behavior has been deplorable. The file is epenxto 

you whenever you are here. Remember, George is also the sea of a friend I prize highly. 

If I failed to comment on anything or on the enclosures, ask me. Supper time. Best, 



UNIVERSITY OF innesota, 

MEDICAL SCHOOL 

DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTAE5455 

July 29, 1969 
Dear Harold, 

Got your' letter of 7/24 and its enclosures. Thanks. Let me first discuss the enclosures. 

Your letter to Paul of 7/18. En&losed is a letter I wrote him hoping to back up Your claims 
with sane raw data. 'Thanks for accepting my assurance that I did not tell Dave about the affi-
davit at face value. In the enclosed letter to Paul you will find the full quote from Daire's 
letter, which I don't think I sent you (because it had no relevence) which asks me if I knew 
of the affadavit, thereby indicating that it was not me who leaked it. Months ago I decided 
never to mention anything dealing with PM or the King case to anyone, not'even Dick or Paul, 
unless they brought it up, so as to preclude thepossibility of any type of slip. That was why 
I was so certain that I'had never written Dave about it (I have carbons of the letters anyway), 
and sinee he had not phoned in months, I knew that I.could not have told him of it on the phone. 
I think that you will find that my letter contains sufficient documentation to back your claims. 
Although I have not seen Paul's letter to you (unless it was that short one which made reference 
to certain paragraphs or items in your letter, and therefore was not easily folftwed), or at 
least it isn't fresh in my mind, the nature of your reply bothered me a bit in that it suggestec 
the same type of problem I ran into with Fred. Dave shows, those guys one side and is in persona 
touch with them, which leaves us at more of a disadvantage than one might think. It is like 
the Botley thing with Penn. It was simply impossible to convince him of anything, and the only 
way would have been to see him and show him evidence. Boxley could do this but we couldn't. 
Over the years you have become used to telling things to Paul and having him accept them, but 
when something like this arises in his case, his fine quality of objectivity enters in and there 
is a need BOr documentation, which at this distance is very difficult. On the SSS cards, I 
have also checked; with the same results as you. 
Your letter to Penn was a good one, and it might do sane good. 

Mary is quite a good friend of Boxley and his family, and I hope that it doesn't lead to trouble 
I will not mention Boxley in letters to her, but will probably end up having to discuss it with 
her if it comes up. I found.abt about this from Fred. 

On your letter to Dick, Gary MUrr's clippings were sent me by Bud. (Remember his earlier con-
fusion of me with Murr.) I sent them badk to him, and later wrote him to send them to Gamy, 
which I think he did. 
By the way, in case I haven't replied to your 7/17, agreed on the approach with saneone like 
Patsy, but bear in mind one thing: it is sometimes important to know how trustworthy saneone 
is when something important canes up. For instance, sane photo work might help dick with stuff 
on the shells, but sane of it would give away our interett in something and could lead to the 
other side getting prepared. In the case of its use in a lawsuit, such as Nichol's, it could 
hurt. 
I will pass the Olson letter on. 
Enclosed is the final draft of the Mondale letter. 
I will see what I can do about trying to get you some free medicine, but this could be tough#. 

On Garrison, I have no reason to really believe that he would attempt any kind of courtroom 
case dealing with the assassination, nor that the staff would not threaten to quit if he did. 
Fran his interview with that Foreign reporter he would seem to havei nothing Ai in mind. Nor 
do I think that he will speak much of the case during the campaign, for I think that he knows 
if he does that he will lose. If he to d does so and loses, then he will be out anyway. His 
offering to pay my expenses did not really surprise me since he knows me more as a friend of 
Vince's than anything else, and also as one of the authors of Watchmen which he really liked 
(which is more than I can say for my own attitude on it). So I really have no worries about 
his becoming involved in the case in a legal sense, and in any event, the only way to find 



out what he has up his sleeve is to see him. I feel that I could, given the absence of Lane 
Baxley, and TUrner, plus his disenchantment with Bud, sway his opinions if they are leading 
in the direction of something which could be harmful. Anohner thing you should know, and that 
is that it might be unwise to be so certain that inaction by the staff necessarily means that 
the reason is that the DA has so ordered it. Vince's accounts of staff attitudes towards you 
are not the same as yourt. This is not to say that he is correctly recounting them, or that 
they gave him their real attitudes anymore than they gave Itou their real feelings, but only 
that for whatever _ reason, they might not_feel as friendly towards you as you think. According 
to Vince, for instance, in a phdne call from N.0: during which I urged him to get them to bring 
you down for the trial sinee they were in trouble (and Vince honeSt*y'asked me why you weren't 
there, not having any certain knowledge that it was not by your choice), after having checked 
with the staff, said that- they were against it, and implied this was true of a number of them. 
I think that, even with my limited knowledge of the staff, I could provide a rational psychologi 
cal explanation for theth having such an attitude, and it would not have surprised me, although 
I would have considered it irrational and regretable (the firat rational in this sentence means 
one rational to youf#, not indicating necessarily rationality on their'part). 

I am unclear about the meaning of your sentence: "If you associate yourself in any way, 
you sanctify-his:violation of his word." Did Jim made--a promise to stay out of the case after 
the Shaw trial? If so to who, and under what circumstances? My principle desire to go there 
other than a i#d curiosity about Jim-from both a personal and psychological point of view, and 
an interest in the historical aspect of his investigation in terms of the forces which motivated  
him and what made him tick, is to obtain information on a'number of subjectS, including Crafard. 
He has access to things we don't, such as criminal rebords,'etc., which he can easily get, and 
we can't under any circumstances. As for his files, I did not know that they were available. 
Where and from wham? I know that Bud claims to'have about 1/3 of them, but he is certainly 
going to be able to get no more. In addition, Bud has yet to come through for me on my requests 
fran info from Garrison's files on certain people such as Bolden, even after a number of re-
quests. Despite his cordial letters, I am still without those files, for whatever reason. 
In addition, I refer you to Jim Schmidt's letter to Paul Hoch of June 27, of which Paul sent 
me a copy (and I assume the same is true of you). He list many things which should be in 
Garrison's files and which would be of interest,and says "that the ipportanne of this matetial 
would be hard to exaggerater_ He also notes that NO doubt a certain process of attrition is 
by ;now Well uliiderWeY- muoll of thisryill not be again,available. :AnYthing gotten by the wrong 
people and filtered back to us cannot he,trusted as,pristine." etc. Ihe point here is that I 
agree with Jim, despite the flack that you and I !mow abounds ink the files, and despite the 
fact that a good deal of what we would find wouldserve only to rule out red herrings which is 
not exactly a small job. Judging from Jim's apparent opinion of me -1 might be able to get 
this stuff. So, while I understand, I think, the points you are makigg about a visit to Jim, 
I 'do not agree that it might not be worthwhiie, since the time involved and the expense would 
be compensated for in my mind just by gettigg a short time to visit N.O., a city which I really 
love 'and which I am. always looking for an excuse to visit. 

In strictest confidence, not to be mentioned to Paul or anYone, I tell you that Fred has 
been in touch with Bradley, 'and that he claimi to have convinced Bradley not to include Burton, 
Jaffe, or Garrison in the suit. 	am writing Fred to try to get to 111# get Bradley to drop 
the San Diego committee from the suit. He claims that Bradley seems to' have much info on those 
who tried to frame him--other right wingers--one of wham is Wilt. If anyone finds out that I 
told you this, Lifton will -go beserk and so will Fred (I assume that Lifton is in on this). I 
only break confidence here because of how dangerous the situation is for friends, and because 
of the possibility that something might be done. Db you have any suggestions. Right now, in 
my next letter, I am planning to try to convince Fred that the S13 committee is innocent. 

'Well, I'd better close now and get same studying done. Best wishes. 



Dear Paul: 	 July 29, l969 

I am writing this to answer a question or two from you last letter concerning the Litton affair 
and also to clarify some points mentioned in Harold's last letter to you. 

As I tried to indicate in earlier letters, the only reason I got involved in that fracas with 
Dave was because of what I thought was intolerable provocation on his part, which to make matters ,  
worse, was done totally in front of Fred Newcomb and his wife. Same of it was even quoted to 
re by Fred in letters. By far the ncstincredible statements by Dave were made over the phone 
so there is little L can do but tell you what they were. He repeatedly called Harold a liar, 
and a thief. He said that sceecne (may have been plural but I am not sure) who had read Harold's 
recent manuscripts said that there was nothing of value in them--just Weisbergisms. He character-
ized himself as a very creative person, who had either solved the case or just about solved it 
(i.e. claiming that if his book got a major publisher, the case would have to be re-opened, and 
that knowledge of just a small part of whet Dave has has caused Liebeler to say that he might 
change sides), and Weisberg as someone who had never done anything big or important in terms of 
the solving of the case. He said that his only interest in Weisberg's stuff was in case Warold 
had a few tidbits which would enhance his case, but by the end of one conversation implied that 
even that was unlikely. Fred not infrequently echoded these comments on the phone, or even in 
letters. Then he went so far as to accuse me of having broken a confidence with him on the Pow-
ell thing, which was ludicrous, and which, after raising a fuss, he took back. Then he indicated 
that Harold was stealing one of Fred's discoveries (the "color changes") and even implied that 
I was a willing or unknowing accomplice, and then questioned my honesty at least indirectly. Had 
Dave written me only, and had he not only told all this stuff to Fred, but shown him or given 
him copies of his inflamatory charges, and had he not brought Bill O'Connell, Lillian, and 
statements attributed to Pay, Maggie, and same unknown person who was in Weisberg's confidence 
and who had read all his recent manuscripts, into the thing, I might have saved my time. But 
things got out of hand. My relationship with Fred was so strained by this that it is only now 
coming back to normal, and the same goes for Marlynn. As for you and Hal, he never specifically 
cited any comments as having come fram you, but he brought your names up several times before 
beginning to cite that unknown person familiar with Harold's work, etc. He has used your name 
with both nyself and George Renner to tiny to gain himself legitimacy. (Ircnically, when I wrote 
him,until his charges began, I never questioned him about his stand on anything save perhaps 
Thornley, but indicated rather that dispite our different points of view I wcOld like to try 
to cooperate on things such as archives research.) In fact, when George Renner indicated that 
he didn't think much of Lifton's photo blowups and his grassy knoll of paper mache, Dave replied 
by indicating that the SF people take him very seriously, and mentioned your name. 

As I indicated before, Dave has specifically forbidden me to send copies of his letters tome 
to anyone, and I have honored that, even when it enraged me that he would make such charges 
against Harold and yet forbid me to send copies. But since there is still Middi a lack of com-
munication on the amount of Dave's charges, let me quote from a few of his letters. Some of 
the quotes are not charges, but rather indicative of his infuriating style and his incredible 
feelings of omnipotence: 
Dave's letter of Sat. May 24: "Of °curse, I know the topology of your defense mechanisms..." 
[swathing even I as a psychologist would never have said to him) "Weisberg lied." and 
NEISBERG IS A LIAR." He had a tape of a telebhone conversation in which Harold "really blew 
up at learning that I could bear witness to his duplicity and deceit." and "You know, there 
are people who are liars; Who lie as easily as I might put on a raincoat as protection against 
inclement weather;---well, they lie whenever they need to, at the drop of a hat. Facts are 
just there to be played around with, and they see no virtue in resisting the temptation to 
fabricate whenever it suits their interests." [All referring to Harold) 



than "WEIBERG BREAKS 	NTES" and "Weisberg has stolen—yap, stolen---material of other 
researchers. Fred knows the details on =Jeans (sic) stuff. He had done the same thing with 
Ray Marcus." and "Conclusion: WEISBERG STEALS. Wyse: WEISBERG STEALS DELIBERATELY'!" [All 
dealing with things about which I had no dirett knowledge, by the way.) "He is a cruel exploit-
ive person." "You are completely free to hold that man in deep affection. That is your busines 
Somebody has defined love as "exception-making". But however you feel towards him personally, 
you should not fail to drew judgerents about the darker side---if not the predominate side--of 
his character, no matter what particular aspect of it he shows to you..." "But I know, on the 
basis of personal experier—e—lothat—sumning up---the manlies, breaks confidences art the drop of 
a hat, and has a theiving disposition. (He also happens to be extremely offensive and lacks any 
tact or couth. Now you don't like that, I suppose. But those are the facts as I know them, and 
certainly, as Fred knows them. (And, I suppose, as Ray Marcus knows them). I happen to think 
its wonderful that you and he can get along no well; but, in communication with me or Fred, if # 
you fail to acknowledge these aspects of his character, or insist on ignoring them- —then you 
have to realize that that tells as sosstlabaut 	judgment—and about your objectivity." 
and: "I know people "--lassr Weisberg quite well, i 	his confidences to them, and yet 
do not kid themselves about these different aspects of his character. (One such person has told 
me that=-,-if I really have new material in my maramoript---there is no question that should 
Weisberg learn of it (interestingly enough, he originally had"discoveerather than"learn of it 
and crossed it out) he would probably publish it.) Now none of this says  that Weisberg  is not 
a 

	

	researcher CI had earlier cut Bete down for acWrER—tErs attitude aThe phone, and get- 
just happens  to also be a thief.  

and: "Now my personal- 	logy happens to preaude the possibility of developing authentic 
and close friendshipswith people who lie, steal, and break confidences. I as aeraxtbrbed  with 
a wide variety of people; there are close relationships, and not so close relationibips. When 
I see things like that in a person's behavior, it affects my attitude towards them. I just not 
going to fake it. If a person is mean to his servants, I don't like  it, even if he's not mean 
to me." (Although the following was later recinded, when I pointed out that Harold cord scarce 
ly reply to his charges unless he knew what they were here it is.3 "In closing, want to mph& 
size again how important it is---from my point of vie:r---that no infannation whatsoever (even a 
sentence such as this)--get to Weisberg or anyone else." (Bearqn mind that he at no time gave 
me anything films his work, or even his theories, so that he was baring me from telling various 
people of references to them, or charges made against them.) After a short discourse about how 
someone might inadvertently drop info, and a warning that "Weisberg is an expert at pumping 
people; the mere thought thaat he should even know about my feelings towards him, and whir I 
hold them, or anything having to do with may work...," he writes: "A trivial example. On the 
phone, I told you that an army intelligence officer was in the TSBD. I didn't go into it any 
further, but hinted that it might have some significance. I'm also sure I asked  yty tea 
that der your'  hat. But did youlti" Les pointed out to fiR47Sis was a totarlaMaiOn, 
even 	 so fares to bensureabout the above phrase which he underlined.) "Recently 
either by phone or in a litter, you informed Fred of that fact. Now I happen to like Fred, and 
I really do trust hire, very much so. So I went to assure you that nobody got hurt." "But 
recently, Fred told me that he had learned from you that an army intelligence officer was in 
the tsbd, and he wanted to know if I had know about that. I asked him where he had learned such 
a thing, and he told me it was farces yo 	I than closed the loop and told Fred what must have 
happened." And; "But I'm eurious—does . g., rnmealccwebout the Army  Intelligence  officer  
in the ISBD?? Is that now out on the soa 	

__ ,
-Weure you meant no bane:tato. 

In Dave's PPS he wrote: "Having seen through Weisberg by now (again, I'm referring to his per-
sonality, many of his claims, boasts, and statments (*ice) Fred knows when, in response to some-
thiniglhe worked on fora long time----be it a letter or a research discovery---he is getting 
back Weisbergial  only frau yaw  mouth. Do you remember when you wrote me. "Clay shim [sic) 
is a big boy TOW ..eta...." That of course is straight from the mouth and mind of Vince 
Salandria. (Sceething ;gob I have raver heard Vince say in all the time I have known him.) 
"For example, in the case of the Z film, Fred and I both wondered aloud, when you gratuitously 
offered the info that Weisberg bed 	seen  those color changes, whether or not Weisberg 
had pumped you, learned of Fred's 	theories, and then claimed prior discovery...thus 
relieving your conscience over—perhaps—having told ham stuff Fred didn't went you to; and, 
finally, that you should than be the repeater station that he utilises for putting out on the 
grapevine his version of how he had already discovered that, oh moths ago!" [This WWI all 
total bullifilt, in absolutely every respect, as I pointed out. Both backed down from it+) 



-3-- 
And so Dave ended his letter of May 24: "Is that sort of thing going on? Fred and I had identical suspiciorna lohen he told me of your statement of hawWeisberg had noted those color changes sane time ago. Only 	know if this happened. If it did not, I think ya: owe Fred an explanati.on- ofliat that sort of little "Weisberg diseovered that a long time 'ago" scenario happened to end up in your letter;" Etc. Paul, this is all as it was in his letter, with all telderlininga bettg-hie, and the only changes being acme carrection'of spelling errars; Oh,„;I forgot the•PPPS.of -that letter: More of the same except with the additional info that "Maggie Fields (sic)..dislikes [Harold) for _any amber Of reasons." 	 • In DMs la letter of .14ri.day May 310 Its -aoknatledises that he was wrong ort the *charges with  regard to both  the Posaell thing and that -color-Changes, and then tries to 'Unit ay help for mime info Pell, ate. It was .probably a bit of 'a put-down to have r casually refer to Powell by name after hat tad carefully -avoided mint:bon of his name in his letter. In reply to eiy_request that he answer :my -various arguments. posed .„1.7:- earlier. letters*  he indicates that 'I have lief its (I (I an maniptilating the"rules of inference") r'and indicates -that he supposed that I have thought nothing out, have no position, and don't )mat that I stand for. '' He refers to Thy -argu-menta ,as, "imacrawe and teohnicalr - (whateverr that means) and goes on  to  use Lillian's and Bill O'Cannell'a alleged Words- to label. Weinberg a thief and liar coantless times, claiming that he had rechecked the stories with those people just that morning. (Later both he aid Ile& backed down from as such of this stuff as they unida mention of again, after I provided a long series of citations in that letter, which'you ,have.3 Intermingled with this character* 'assassination, citing other critics', are 'things like; "(11A!HAI)" and "My god, hat ireatture'aen Weisberg get??" Then Dave agkin says that my stand at issues provides "an excellent test of juirt how good a judge of people" I an. Nit The thiri item of-my "bad judgment",  is with regard to Hiertecit' "c) having a visci.ous liar ,for a friend." Then he ends his letter of May 31 with: "At bath stages, I think that you have etthibited the results of seriously flawed• reasonirg. can't possibily attempt, at this stage, to get at the roots of such a situation,  in an exthaage Of letters. You are, AS they .say, in-a "bag," simliar to ate which I have helped others get out of at this issue; you are really in it—stuffed way inside there!" "Yes, I agree that you have influenced Weisberg and Salandria., Regarding Weisberg, the phraseology of yaw last latter is so similar, at points, to his, that I an now confused. I am not sure whether' to acetate you anymore: of repeating Weiabergia, or he,-  Selvenerisms." Well 'Paul*  I don't knat 'Ault' Dave's in-vestigative abilities; =malt to, although I-have became aware.. of many- limitations in hie .knat- ' 	ledge and 'the depth of his worktowthe case that surprised me given his many- rash ,statements , • 'ehont his maseive findingea"..r. thtlike Dave* I do not claim...to.knoti the topology of his defense mechani.stes as he claims to knew mine. 'Put the above stuff is craziness, and it doesn't take ate trained to look for it to spot it. . - Between-.ther persecutory ;paranoid itianation* , and the fnersdible grandiosity, which are bath paranoid charaateristios, and at you probably know, typi-cally-are found together in such people, Dave can really get out of hand. -As long as sane-sharp people-check his manuscript (Sylvia:it:Lk think) this will 'hopefully fit' creep into his book. In -Dixville. letter-of ,June 2-1e took-hack-the apology for the color change charge. ' The-reasttn: "I wet retract this seotaxi 'apology, singe it was based at statements ØI rat:made which have 1c'o 5fl--1:0 bewittuser_ I !took your:wad that these assertions .b you were acctirate.." He then - , says that my claim, ris-false7 He that-calls Harold a matcher-, and callshimself a Creative person, and 	think your ouriosity-ahould'extend to getting to the butt of hew-it came to pass that you ended up repeating a story which completely undercuts Fred as the discoverer Of this phoneme:ion*  and whether or not you are the unwitting ttto well-intentioned repeater' of such information, which-in factiorienated fon cainunication you had- with Weisberg after you learned .4af Teed le work in this area.r-  (All of. this' was complete fabrication. Harold Until much later did-not even understand what he Was supposedly to be ccaspiring to steal, and althoug,1 Dave is carefully trying to "take the .-focus -awaY femme, what it boiled down to was-my'integrity since Harold bed told me-of it on the phone for curtain, 'acreething I had claimed in letters to Dave and Fred* many months before "Fred's discovery."--_ They emphasized my claim that I thought that I had written it in lettere,  to Fred. The real irony was that Harold's having spotted color change e with the naked aye as I pointed art to thea-ccuatlasa times, was a 'such-  different thing from Fred's detailed enter:is of 'the film and fix:ding of splices- in it.  

In Dave's latter of Sat. June I he indicates thert.his last letter, had some bad wording and punt:- tuartioefiaIdoli led me to believe' that he ie sot:using me Of lying,. etc., ,which he wasn't, but I wasn't 'Via*p1etd,'because Oran' the claims Ilauiinaking* i•avether ornot Dave 'pUt it in _Writ- ing , to Say that the story it:1f the cola,' 	Was fe necessitated saying that I was lying . 	 . 



Then Dave wrote: "(,And by the way,,  in . 00nnectiort with .1lichoiti - suit, Harold is apparently fn-
. ..ing an affadavit • under same May .„I989 'date , stating that he:has been permitted': to handle and 

examine the Archives 2 'film -,and has checked `it for splices, and that. there- item nOne. An 
Nichols:apparently wanted.:was..stateentarba which:-showed that-researchers have- been' 	tted 
to handle evidence. I think-this affadavit could:really- aluddr Certain , wWers, 	y as 
Were"T—s•na733Wrecetion ctrwwcn .betweert-!'platuret-  of: a splice and ',spade ." 1:06 Iyan'",know about 
this •affadavit, and do you think It is. a vise thing??? ,.touldriltliarcadhanee closerfeciadahirig 
else .he has exiarainedr,finorder..: to make.this 'point/1)r .rfhe poditt':that- DaVe is' 
that Fred 15- baldilig A:46341 far theincbeing"iplioest: the "241.114..  and 	affadavit 
would , therefore _cause confusion II,wayshoolteCthat reKve ;knew of At:brat 411:1 ortur" PS' of  
his letter is:: 	, have i  no* object fyinv 'Checking 	 Harold,  ',Crinicoe eise-7-any .of 

the allegationi I !marle.4n;my previcusi letterd 	tarn seniktise-  about having seroiltd copies 
of my..  lettere I send te you sent 'alsesinere; t.that..is,  my' Ortly:requilsrt. 	,-;;" tell you thie-  ' ' 
because I want you to ..know., that .Dmve has 'taken - away the . earlier•reetrdniftwi'ef -keeping this 

:.,top..secret.3•T 	 7.H" 	 ' 	 . 

:Aulv41:!i;nceeci.:: this :affair, is over. ; Whatever,-  ware moti ' 	Dave's 'behdvikei" .,-be has 
stoppedr,..tha charges-arra 	saidet-.maaertsurt efforts' during the d 	to -trif ,te'mitke a 
point. with both he and „Tred,thatthief was costing valuble time and Stoney for all Of sits 'and 
that at the :voryaeatrt, Daire'14011-  gridatlyanaggarating and diartartint thin0; 50 that  .1htiltimi of 

;saying ihartAtroldlaccrount of sceurthing was biased (just as -Davets"isi-,:aratt nine it ''irete4) he 
went wild and accused -Harold of being a liari , .thief, std,' • r:als0 poirrted out that 440er:dent 
discovery,  in ilia. case,  by .two- sae' acre, people) is very melon '.and with :the limits 	irtiter 
critia,,00selunication, , the-7discovery,Of oCialithing by or* crttiot in '1985 and discovery by another 
in even •aslate a date as taday'S Could be entirely-  independent. I:aLso pointed to the fact that 
I had proviously.been under the impression that Baroldithrongh Memory tricks wtatcha are Casson 
7t6 all of • us in different degrees, oftesi: was certain. that be had-  spotted' something when trosecrie 

- else brought it up,' although he really had:nott. 	of course moult scarcely' be thlift,' • and 
. , 

	

	 wpozrespondenar with .Dave 'he himself did it, as'with'tha WilditiTitwell affair 
where he gatuolly7:461.if'„olairned reilember the circumstances'which yew non4oristant. -1 
pointed cut that such an „thing.  Would not lead re to call Min a liar .et a: thief: • And that dealt 
with mammy frost. may`- a-..fate stohthe before,: rather than years before. ' Birb having visit id with 
Hareld,•.end-idatelt .With,:hironow -for ':over ,a year, •1:-halve. ca- to realize- the incsedible- -extent 
of )4s,fwcSiCItind-fi.l.es.,such 	 fog:seta 	has flo time to develop dile' to'its Phsidol 

. maps, - Even ,myself,„who has done_ far less were than he has, and less :work Than you have,'have 
forgotten sixth of,what I have found:: cut about:siany-thints. ,-,Suoh is ,  truer of any generalirst in 
this area, ellem--1f.he has:A:good namorys, sanething.,M which 1st loess of me 	I still know 
the • finst:.aurt, ,Of Macbeth whichIplesate&Crralddey in': sty: junior -year :of Mete :tole • - r am 
pick and tired .of. extreme :chariest ,:aral'attempts to discredit :peopilatVwf*.n there 'are .,-mtiotti.  easier 
exPlamations'.f0P Oventaorn-where- no...attempt is mada:to examine both sides • an issue. I also 

.:4r t1Use Otnipotence-74--,have4y-fill ofIt, 3.rl.ragrpatientir-.4and, revings"i and the Other things:. 
•_whicaliDave Itan.oxpresa-lor- -.hours- cattle ophoria:Or in:long letters. 	IS eriongh Of a Strain-to 
have to,:,daal,  with it jrv; he  clinic: fey a nurtber-of hours per 7day; - 11* critic -orestunity , which 
has more then:-its share ef thistir. troffers-more fraa enemies wi.Viin that fro* thoie -On the Out- 
side 14 Ay, 	At-leastetyroorrespondenco with Dave.  appears to have had stem affect on• 
the damage:he. did to TretPs-virsrel, although,  the irony.'is-  that Fred's anger 	never Imre.  
beervarcunded had Dave oft engaged-  in subversion-of sorts. I supprase that Drive would 'like 
nothing better than to,  have Fred getting -him things liras Other 'critics, presriding him with 
all that phodoi work, and keeping it fro* others so - that Dave's book 'can' contain all kinds' of 

• exciting raw Artuff. -  That wouldn't even bOther ins except that Dave's book has beers promised
to be forthooaing time and time- again,' and the-latest %ford is late 1969 -or early 1970. "'";Cho 
Mat delay is even worse if Dave really has many items of impartanee. 	 • 

. 	„,„ 	„ 	 , 	, 	• 	.. 
Well hers I arif again Waiting taste .:. Please be discrete if you disc:Use this with Dave, because 
it will dust `start. him, raving again :sines ailipparantly the greatest thing he fears is of trou 
learnigg of what.  he has been up to: • I write to clear up the questions, you asked, and the 
citations Harold loads to ma in 	letter to you. 

Best wishes. 
cc :Harold 


